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compressors efficiency by compression speed It's easy
to say that the heat created by a compressor is

proportional to the cube of its speed. But is it also true
that is proportional to the square of the amount of work
done by the compressor? Since heat is the result of the

work done, I assumed that the heat should be
proportional to the work. But, for compressors with a

lower speed, this doesn't necessarily make the
compressor more efficient since the work done by the
compressor is proportional to the cube of its speed. A:
Heat is the result of the work done, but not the only
result. As mentioned in comment, additional factors

such as heat flow through the walls of container may be
important. Also, as mentioned by Steve Jessop,

Basically, if speed is too low, the working fluid won't
have sufficient time to react with all the gasses

produced when it passes through the compression
process and thus won't be able to maximize the yield,

i.e., the (quantity of) work, done per unit volume. (well,
not quite per volume, but the yield is a really good
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approximation for the work the compressor does per
unit mass) So a compressor with low speed can really be

more efficient than a compressor with high speed. Q:
Counting the number of instances of an ID with a single

SQL Query I am trying to produce a query that will
retrieve the count of instances of an ID. For example, ID
1 is present once and ID 2 four times, and ID 3 is only
present once. I cannot use an aggregate function such
as COUNT. I am trying to achieve this in one query. The
way I tried to do it was: SELECT s.id, COUNT(s.id) FROM
[db].[dbo].[table] s WHERE s.id = '[DBNEW].[dbo].[TABL

E].DELETE_CURRENT_SOME_VALUE'; EDIT: I have
changed the query according to suggestions and it still

does not work. Also, I am using
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Technica Fitness Technica (FT) is the international best-
selling magazine for the global fitness industry.

Background Fitness Technica was launched in 1996 as
an online publication aimed at people active in body
building and fitness related clubs. In 1998, the name

was changed to the monthly Fitness Industry News, and
the magazine format was launched on a monthly basis.
In April 2001, FitInstructor Magazine was launched, an

Australian version of the magazine for Australian fitness
clubs. Later, in 2007, this became Fitness Technica

Global. The magazine was sold to Great Lakes Media in
2009, which is owned by NewPage. An online version of
the magazine was launched in 2010, and in 2011, the
magazine was completely redesigned. In April 2011,

Fitness Technica became a print magazine again. FT is
the only internationally recognized standard for the

fitness industry and has developed a global standard for
club fitness programs, including the IAFT and IAFT ECU

certifications. In 2008, the magazine began to also
publish product directories and magazine supplements,
such as training programs, nutrition, supplements, club
fitters, and health clubs, as well as fitness equipment

related topics. In 2013, publication of the print magazine
was discontinued and will be replaced by an online only
version of the magazine (Fitness Technica Online) while

the print fitness industry was considered risky in the
global economy of that year. In July 2013, Great Lakes
Media gave written notice to the magazine's printers

that the publication would be suspended for six months
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due to poor advertising performance. In 2018, the
magazine received a "D" letter grade from the Better
Business Bureau due to allegations of deceptive sales
practices. FT is distributed to over 43 countries and 23
languages. The magazine has approximately 900,000
readership per month. References Category:American
monthly magazines Category:Magazines established in

1996 Category:Media in Michigan Category:Online
magazines with defunct print editions

Category:Magazines published in Illinois
Category:Tourism magazinesQ: Why are my spring

bean's stateless? I'm using Spring 3.1.1.RELEASE and
want to load a configuration from a properties file. So, I

made a properties file, formatted it to fit Spring's
ConfigFileApplicationContext and then loaded the beans

as such:
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